
With the choice of colour, designs, functionality and 

price – you can choose a uniquely perfect system. The 

vast options can lead to our first parental ‘crumble’, 

do not panic – have a cuppa, biscuit and relax.

BUGGY FEATURE |

FOR A DECISION AS PERSONAL AND CHALLENGING(?) AS SELECTING YOUR FAVOURITE BISCUIT

The Custard ‘Cream 
of Buggies ’

To help, the ‘Cream of Buggies ’ includes:
THE BUGGY FUNNEL:  Which models best suit your needs?  

BUGGY FEATURE LIST:  Narrow down your vital features

SPOTLIGHTS:  Some inspiration from our (long) shortlist

THE GRID:                   Add your feature score to compare

MY BUGGY NOTES:  Fuse your thoughts

)

)

How we selected our ‘Spotlights’? 

 

After scouring through EXPERT trials, consumer REVIEWS & AWARD  

winners we selected the ‘cream’ of the crop. There were many we could not fit in!  

We hope our mini guide gives you a ‘wheely’ great start in selecting a perfectly fitting set of wheels. 

Please feedback (See page 3) if you found this useful, or have any suggestions to make it even more so!
 

THE PRICES QUOTED ARE A GUIDE, WITH ECONOMIC CHANGES E.G. BREXIT, 
THEY ARE LIKELY TO FLUCTUATE.

Test  
them out  

Book a 1-2-1 in a nursery 
retailer to test out 

your top picks
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The Buggy Funnel...
FOLLOW THIS FUNNEL, INSPIRED BY MOTHER&BABY, TO DISCOVER YOUR MODEL TYPE.

BUGGY FEATURE |

Im
ages: Hauck Duett 3 (Tandem

), iCandy New Peach (Single to Double), Oyster3 (Travel System
s), Bum

bleride Speed (Jogger), M
inu from

 UPPAbaby (Lightweight), Venicci Tinum
 (Single)

 
Double* definitions  
Twin = side by side     |     Tandem = one behind another     |      = Suitable for Twins      |      = Suitable for Siblings

 

Who will be 
riding in it?

Start here  

Do you  
want to attach 
a car seat?

Are you 
taking it on 

holiday?

Will 
they both 

always be in  
it at the same 

time?

How and 
where will you 
be using it?

Travel 
System

All Terrain

 Double*
  Jogger

Lightweight

Single

Yes

Yes

Jogging

Yes

Two children

One child

No

No
No

Mostly  
around 
town

Everywhere,  
on and 

off-road

Single to 
Double 
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WHEN YOU MAKE THAT EXCITING (CONFUSING?) TRIP TO EXPERIENCE THE WORLD OF BUGGIES, 
ENSURE THAT YOU FIND AND TEST OUT THE MOST SUITABLE BUGGIES FOR YOUR NEEDS.

They will all have features you love or may trade-off for a pretty pattern or bigger basket! By using this useful tick 
list, you can whittle down which features are most important to you, hopefully making your shortlisting & shopping 

experience more pleasurable whilst obtaining your most vital features.

Buggy Feature Checklist

MORE TO DIGEST(IVES)
• A higher resale value might mean spending 
 more is worthwhile in the long term.
• You can get some great 2nd hand options,  
 for safety, avoid 2nd hand car seats.
• Check that you are visiting a retailer with as 
 many buggies on your shortlist as possible.  
• Baby shows can be a useful day out to  
 experience many in one place.
• Some retailers offer personal shopper  
 services and price matching.
• Some buggies are made to order and may  
 have a long delivery period.
• Baby should not be in a car seat for over  
 2 hours. Refer to The Lullaby Trust for more.

BIG HOOD
Most have a nice big hood but check this and sun  

protection when out - also ease of fitting the rain cover. 

WEIGHT
Will you need to manoeuvre it upstairs or lift it into 

a boot etc?  Some sturdy models can be heavy.  
 

SIZE (FOLDED)
Will it fit in your hallway and boot (with shopping, 

change bag and general clobber)? 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT SUITABLE
For this you might want a light weight, easy folding 

buggy for efficient, sweat free boarding.

WHEEL SUSPENSION
No wobbly chubby cheeks providing a smoother ride 

over bumps (N.B. bumps can help baby nod off).

ONE HANDED SEAT RECLINE
Try it in store, it’s an extremely useful feature.

BIG SEAT RECLINE
For amazing toddler naps.  Baby needs a lay flat 
unit from birth (completely flat), check the seat 

unit angle, most require a carrycot attachment to 
use from birth.

MATCHING CHANGE BAG
Or you can go for mismatch of accent fabrics or 

designs (or perhaps a designer piece).  

CUP HOLDER (YOU AND BABY)
Yes – it is an important feature: to keep fluid levels 

up and still have two hands.

 
OTHER FEATURES I WOULD LIKE / 

SHOULD CHECK OUT: 

View window in hood  Matching footmuff

Sun shade length + UPF Bag hook

5 point safety harness (older child)  

Easy, well positioned brake 

Zip pocket for phone / keys etc.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

HANDLE HEIGHT 
Tall or short? Handle heights vary, some   and 
retract, ensure comfort for frequent drivers.

ONE HANDED DRIVING
Carrying a child or calling a friend? Check that you 

can steer the buggy with one hand.

EASY FOLDING
If you will be a frequent folder ensure it is a sweat 
free experience. Some can be done one handed.

CONVERTIBLE TO CARRY TWO
If you plan on more, a single to double can save you 

buying a new set of wheels down the line.

SMALL TURNING CIRCLES
This simple feature can be vital in many everyday 
activities, when testing try spins and pirouettes 

(remembering you are pregnant).

MULTIDIRECTIONAL SEAT
Seats can face you or the world. Research shows
that parent facing significantly increases speech 

development, plus you can see that cute face.

WHEELS FOR BUMPS
Important if you like country walks or cobbles!  
Inflated or rubber options may trump plastic.

WASHABLE COVERS / PADDING / LINER
Pristine when you buy them, help baby keep it that 

way by being washable. 

BIG BASKET
Consider ease of basket access and extra weight 
that can go on the handles (without it tipping).

CAR SEAT COMPATIBLE CHASSIS  
(TRAVEL SYSTEM)

To easily click baby from the car into your  
buggy chassis. Choose a car seat and ensure it fits 

into your shortlisted buggies (adaptors  
typically required)

 

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 51 = Not important 5 = Crucial 

 | FOR SPONSORING OUR BUGGY FEATURE CHECKLIST

Venicci are committed to offering outstanding value for money whilst still ensuring their 
products are made to the highest standard. Find out more at www.venicci.co.uk

Thank you
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Baby-Safe  
iSense  
Smart Lights

Baby-Safe iSense. 

Leaving the hospital and using your 
car seat for the first time can be a 
nervous experience, but with the 
new BABY-SAFE iSENSE we have 
you covered, even in the dark.

The BABY SAFE iSENSE is 
equipped with three different sets of 
smart lights to simplify everyday life. 

The installation lights turn on 
automatically when needed and 
make it even easier to install the 
infant carrier on the base or a 
stroller. The safety lights provide 
visibility and sight when walking 
through poorly lit areas. 

The interior ambient lights allow  
your baby to see and to be seen. 
With the new-born insert and five-
point harness your baby is always 
safe and protected. The BABY SAFE 
iSENSE is available separately or 
included with the SMILE III travel 
system bundles. 

Easy for you. Safe and 
comfortable for baby. 

Our Smart Lighting inside the seat 
allows you to see baby and for them 
to see you. The Smart Lighting on 
the outside helps to see where you 
are going and makes popping the 
seat into the car easier at night or in 
dimly lit areas.

New-born Insert gives extra support 
to small babies and the five-point 
harness protects your child from all 
directions of impact. 

 
 
90-degree rotation when used with 
the FLEX BASE iSENSE makes 
placing the baby in and out of the 
seat easy for you.

Quick-remove cover for those messy 
spills, whilst the sun canopy offers 
protection from the sun and wind. 

Compatible with most pushchairs, 
available in Space Black, Frost Grey 
and Indigo Blue.

To see our full range visit our website www.britax-romer.co.uk



Good to go in seconds, 
for every adventure 
with baby!

Central and front wheel suspension 
with swivel front wheels for a smooth 
journey in town, the countryside or 
anywhere in-between. 

Extra long backrest of 58cm for  
your growing child, UPF 50+ hood 
with ventilation.

Lie-flat backrest and footrest for 
when little on gets sleepy. Reversible 
seat unit to allow the little one to look 
at you or see the world around them.

Find out more and win! 
We are giving away new baby 
gift baskets full of wonderful
things for little one and you. 

Simply scan the QR code and
take our short new parent survey
to be entered into the draw.

Every day starts with  
a SMILE

The new and improved award-winning 
SMILE III provides you and your baby 
the ultimate travel solution for comfort 
and safety. 
You can quickly and easily change 
from pram, to car seat to pushchair 
with just a few clicks. The super slim 
frame of 57cm and swivel front wheels 
make any journey with your baby a 
breeze. 

Whether you are popping to the 
shops, visiting the park or going  
for a picnic the extra large shopping 
basket will carry everything you need.  

Worried about the handle height?  
We have you covered. The adjustable 
comfort handle makes pushing the 
SMILE III easy for everyone. Plus, 
the Flip Flop brake will fix both rear 
wheels for safe stopping as well as 
preventing your shoes from getting 
dirty or scuffed.  

www.britax-romer.co.uk

Win a New  
Baby Gift 
Basket

Britax 
SMILE III

Scan Me



Travel Systems
   

 

CRUZ V2 from UPPAbaby 
The original ethos of ‘Compact without 
Compromise’ ® has been carried over to 
the CRUZ V2. Expertly crafted and highly 
functional, creating a stroller that’s at 
home in both the city and out in the country. 

aWith one of the BIGGEST baskets on the 
market, UPF 50+ height-adjustable canopy 
& one hand adjustable reversible seat unit.

aThe UPPAbaby MESA iSize car seat fits 
straight onto the CRUZ V2 without adaptors 
creating a convenient travel system. 

aReal Leather accents on both the 
handle and bumper bars.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a Easily Adjustable seat harness, free 
standing when folded. 

RRP: £680 

Image: Gregory. Available in 9 colours.

Ocarro from Mamas & Papas
Built for comfort, with practicality 
crammed into this smart, robust, multi-
award winning design.  A well loved 
favourite. 

aQuick, easy one hand fold

aSmooth ride, dual suspension  
for any terrain

aBig lie back seat, with compact  
fold when facing either direction

From: £799
Image: Grey Parquet: This new heritage 
collaboration uses Abraham Moon’s 
fine quality woollen fabrics, all prices 
include a gorgeous lambs wool blanket 
and bear. (Pushchair only £899 - 6  
piece bundle £1299) 
(Inc. Cybex Atom car seat, carrycot, 
cosytoes and cup holder)

Sweet For: 

For a collection of 
buggy videos, all in 

one place visit: www.
custardandcrumble.co.uk/

buggies

Sweet For:

No need to wake baby   
Click car seats & carrycots into the chassis to cater for 
any combination of travel. Some can also be converted 
to use for two children - see our single to double page.

More Cream of the crop.*

LitetraxTM 4 from Joie £150 
Lay flat from birth, with one-hand – folds 
in a flash. Trusted, quality system.

Oyster3 from BabyStyle £499  
Rave consumer and expert reviews,  
well worth a look. 

Stomp V4 from Icklebubba £599 
Very shiny in bronze, and the price 
includes everything you need.

Priam from Cybex £829 
Incredible functionality. Stunning design 
across; LUX, Rose Gold frame and Fashion 
Collections (  Koi). Live near hills? The 
e-Priam will be incredible ‘power’ you up 
and gracefully down.  

egg® from BabyStyle £849 
Exudes unique style and class. Creates 
a sanctuary for baby within outstanding 
technology for a smooth ride. Iconic 
design in an array of colours + special 
editions.

Xplory® 6 from Stokke® £899 
Height adjustable, Infinite seat positions, 
bringing baby close to you, their lunch 
and effortlessness.

Milano from Mee-Go £2,500  
Add sparkle with Swarovski crystals.  Love 
it’s functionality but not the sparkles? 
Check out the New Milano from £799.

                     and we could  
                                 roll on...

   

Tinum 2.0 from Venicci
Venicci know how to stun not only on quality 
& sparkling design oozing from every feature, 
but also on price for this dazzling complete 
matching set which will ensure you waltz into 
any setting.

aOne handed quick fold at the click of a 
button

aSuper light (12kg inc. seat unit) and easy 
drive due to the aluminum alloy frame  
& puncture resistant rubber wheels

aAn extremely compact fold (see The Grid 
to compare). Can be folded with the seat in 
either parent or world facing

aAll weather fabrics; a UV 50+ protection 
and water-repellent impregnation 

aPirouette with ease on 360° rotary front 
wheels

RRP: 2in1 £719  
3in1 £799 to inc. matching car seat  
3in1 £849 upgrade to ULTRALITE i-size 
car seat. 

Packages include: Well, everything really…
carrycot, seat unit, car seat, changing bag, 
Apron, change mat, Raincover and Mozzie net. 

Image: Rock Graphite

Pioneer from Silver Cross  
Renowned for top-notch quality, the Silver 
Cross family continue their 140 year story 
of innovation. The Pioneer defines their 
lines of class style, with fine detail, highly-
tuned functionality with dreamy comfort 
& drive, making it ‘perfect for every family 
adventure’.  

a Large wheels + never wear tyres  
+ robust 4-way suspension = smooth, 
exceptional handling. Pioneer to the moon.

aMassive basket & UPF50 hood ready  
for grandest of picnics. 

aNatural bamboo lined carry cot and 
large seat, means pure comfort from  
teeny to small.

aA firm favourite, made even lighter and 
more refined.

From: £820 (chassis, seat & carrycot) 
Bundles From: £1,180.

Sweet For:

Sweet For: Sweet For: 

BUGGY FEATURE |

Image: Pioneer in 
Sapphire 

Image: Grey Parquet

*All prices are FROM RRP. Check what the price includes.

SMILE III – From Britax 
Safe & Simple, but with every practicality. 
The Smile III illuminates’ babies comfort & 
despite the systems simplicity, we cannot 
find any functionality is omitted. Effortless 
one click tech & illuminated focus on baby.  
It’s the simplest things in life that make 
us Smile. 

aBASKET- Cavernous & envy inducing 
with reflective trim for night safety. 

aSmooth, solid, sturdy, bouncy and 
practical.  With no fuss – everything clicks 
into place. 

aTested for Safety by Pro’s (since 1966) 
and by users for happy baby comfort, 
the new iSense car seat automatically 
brightens (can be switched off) when dark  
so  you never miss a smile. 

aThe Bassinet can be folded / collapsed 
too, a real space saver. 

FROM: £695 
Chassis & seat unit. Bundles available 
for the matching accessories & i-SIZE 
car seat. Visit.www.britax-romer.co.uk/
mysmile  for more + for a ‘light’ 
incentive! Image: Frost Grey 
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Single to Double Joggers
         

Hybrid 2 from BabyStyle
Compact & light yet a sturdy build with  
great manoeuvrability. The Hybrid was  
incredible, now 2… adds even more  
‘edge’ with even more space when  
doubled, added elevation to the  
higher seat & softer fabrics. 

aDoubles, in 5 minutes (14  
configurations) by switching the  
rear axle (£129), retaining a light,  
compact design when in single format

a Dual suspension & puncture-proof  
rubber tyres gives a smooth ride

a Effortless fold system (single mode)

RRP: £499 single  
6-piece single system package: £699.  
Inc. carry cot (required from birth)  
 
 
 

Speed from Bumbleride
The reviews on this Jogger are phenomenal.  
The unique 3-stage locking front wheel, allows 
you to go at your pace (run, jog, walk).

aCarrycot (100% recycled fabrics),  
vented base board and breathable  
mattress (RRP £129)

a100% recycled PET fabrics = soft, durable, 
eco & free from harmful chemicals

aAll-wheel suspension and air filled tyres

aReflectors and a bell top off this jogger to 
‘keep going strong’

RRP £579  
Carrycot (RRP £149), Maxi-Cosi adapters  
(RRP £29), Non-PVC raincover (RRP £29) 
Images: Dawn Grey Mint 

New Peach From iCandy
Lightweight, compact, packed 
with incredible functionality. The 
iCandy Peach unites impressive 
innovation and engineering 
with style. With the addition of 
a converter kit the single Peach 
transforms into a double pushchair 
within a single footprint.

a Carrycot suitable for permanent 
overnight sleeping

a5 year warranty

a Freestanding when folded with 
nifty carry strap

a Suitable from birth up to 25kg

a Spacious 10kg basket

Glide 2 from Thule
Aerodynamically designed for speed, this 
was athlete Jo Pavey’s training aid of choice. 
It ‘Makes sandy and hilly terrain a breeze’.

aCarrycot required to use from  
birth,large canopy, peek-a-boo  
window with silent magnetic close

aUltra-smooth ride

aTwist handbrake, wrist straps,  
Canopy and wheel reflectors

aOne hand fold, detachable  
wheels for compact storage

RRP: £625 

Image: Jet Black

Revolution Pro from Britax
Formerly known as BOB – jogging owners  
of this model cannot praise it highly  
enough. ‘Enjoy family life without limit’.

aRequires the carrycot / (fabulous)  
Britax car seat to be suitable from  
birth (available separately)

a For speed on the track, muddy terrain, 
sand and cobbles its adjustable suspension 
and large wheel ensure comfort

aApproved by TÜV for running and skiing, 
features are ideal for sporty parents

a ’Turn the world into a playground’

RRP £555 Sadly being discontinued,  
but you might still be able to get your hands 
on one.  

Sometimes called convertible   
These clever purchases mean that if you are planning for more 
bundles of joy you can avoid the expense of a whole new set of 
wheels. To the untrained eye, they are a brilliant single buggy, 
to which you can add modules to comfortably transport 2. 

Jogger, farmer or love the great outdoors?   
Life is often bumpy! Plan on jogging (over 6 mths*)? Joggers 
offer a smooth, speedy ride. For a general use all-terrain see 
below and  buggies on P74 & P75.

Sweet For: Sweet For: Sweet For: 

Sweet For: 

Sweet For: 

BUGGY FEATURE |

Image: Wilderness

More All Terrain 

Land Rover from iCandy 
£1,500 
Inspired by the Discovery & 
fuelled with design skill and 
technical innovation.

The Fox2 from Bugaboo 
From £1,029 
ALL-terrain …. the Fox2 even 
conquers Sand & Snow.

Trider Matrix 2 from 
Jané £795 
No need to worry about the 2 
hour car seat rule, this comes 
with the Transporter 2;  
a lie-flat car seat / carrycot.

Also check out: 
Urban Glide 2: Thule £549 
Indi: Bumbleride £449 
Urban Jungle: Mountain Buggy £349 
City Mini GT: Baby Jogger £300

 
 
 

More Single to Doubles

Donkey2 from Bugaboo  
£1,049   
Grows with your shopping 
or family with an easy click 
expandable base. Also now a 
Donkey2 Twin.

Geo2  from Joolz  
£919     
Quality design features 
including high cot to stay 
close and seat for luncheons 
plus a lifetime warrantee.

Also check out:
Sleek: Thule  £799 
B-Ready: Britax £498 
Sport: Phil & Teds £445

Atlantic from Hauck 
Known for robust, versatile  
design, we can’t wait to explore  
all the possibilities. 

aThe main seat units convert  
into carrycots for snuggly, space  
saving use from birth  

aMix components to use as a  
single, double or twin (yep,  
even 2 car seats) - whilst retaining  
basket space & access  

RRP: £499

Image: Melange 

Includes: Chassis, 2 x Pramette /  
Carry cots units, foot muffs, 
rain cover, cup holder.  
(car seat & adaptors separate)

From: £999 Single 

£1,245 Double / £1,415 Twin

Image: Grey twill on Phantom

 
Image : Lagoon & Grey   

*All prices are FROM RRP. Check what the price includes.

Vista V2 from UPPAbaby
Stroll like a single – but with up to 3  
on board! Intuitive, stylish design for  
multiple configurations. Shock absorbing 
all wheel suspension – super smooth. 
Overnight sleeping carrycot and one of the 
biggest baskets around. We love it. 

aRide parent or world facing,  
upright or reclined and anywhere in 
between (with one hand adjustment)

aUPF 50 extending canopy, four  
position handlebar

aHuge basket space even when 2 on 
board

aStands upright following smooth one  
step fold (even with the seat attached) 

RRP: £979.99  

(carrycot, seat unit and  
weather protection). 

)

)
Sweet For: Sweet For: 

 
*Important  

due to neck strength 
experts advise not to 
jog with baby until 6 

months.

New for 
2021
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Lightweight
      

Influencer from leclerc baby
All the tech of the Magic Fold™ (with great 
applaud), the influencer adds luxurious 
fabrics and bling to the  chassis –  
it deserves our space but very little  
of yours! 

a Folds in a second at the touch of a  
button – the video of this is amazing! 

aCombines the safety and sturdiness of a 
pram and the practicality and convenience 
of an air-cabin approved stroller

aSuspension on each wheel

Woosh® 2 from Cosatto
Renowned for ‘bright’ & bold fabrics, 
Cosatto scientifically design products to 
engage babies and promote happiness 
(video on Cosatto website for more).

aA sturdy frame, one-hand concertina 
 fold package with auto lock

aClimatic science within luxury tech 
fabrics, hidden pockets and a magic 
bell!

aUPF100+ double-length hood and 
visor to throw serious shade

From RRP: £199.99  

Main image: Go Bananas. Second image: New Paloma Faith 
bespoke design details; Leatherette handle, bumper bar, 
electroplated wheels and trims (RRP £239.95) Weight: 6kg 

Profold from Micralite 
Specializing in squishing every feature 
into a high quality, light, multifunctional 
design to fit in small spaces. Micralite 
exude genius within their Profold. 

a Reversible and breathable liner in 
machine-washable bamboo fabric 

a Four-wheel suspension and 
adjustable calf support for a smooth and 
comfortable ride.  

a Steer with one hand and stop with an 
easy, one-touch brake. 

RRP £275 
Image: ProFold Graphite (also available 
in Carbon).  
Weight: 7kg

Melio Carbon from CYBEX 
THE Newest Urban solution from CYBEX. 
Innovative use of carbon fibre provides 
strength, stability and full system 
functionality at just 5.9kg. 

aGo full-flat or fold into a self-standing 
package with one hand – for speedily stowing 
in a café, on transport or in your hallway

aXXL UPF50+ sun canopy, two mesh 
windows for ventilation and views

aParent and world facing, breathable 
backrest fabrics keep baby cool, suspension... 
that 5.9kg is crammed with features

From RRP: £459.95 
Compatible with the Melio Cot, CYBEX (highly 
recommended) infant car seats & the snug 
Cocoon S. 

Lightweight / compact   
Lightweight options are great if you will frequently need to 
lift / carry your buggy, they’re typically ultra compact folded, 
so also great if you have a small boot or enjoy jetting off.

*All prices are FROM RRP. Check what the price includes.

New for 
2021

RRP: £399
You will need the basonette to use from birth and can accessorize 
with super comfy footmuff to changing bags, organisers, car seat, 
adapters & wheelie boards.  
Image: Army Green. Also available in grey melange and sand 
chocolate. 

Eclipse Collection

silvercrossbaby.com

DARE TO

SX Bundles of Joy - Cream of Buggies SP ad JN1047 V5.indd   1SX Bundles of Joy - Cream of Buggies SP ad JN1047 V5.indd   1 19/04/2021   11:2219/04/2021   11:22

Sweet For: 

Sweet For: 

Sweet For: 

Sweet For: 
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My Buggy Notes
BUDGET:   MAXIMUM BOOT DIMENSION

PREFERRED MATERIALS, COLOURS / PATTERNS:

PREFERRED HANDLES (PLASTIC, RUBBER, LEATHER?):

PREFERRED CHASSIS COLOURS:

MY FAVOURITE: MAKES, MODELS, PRICES AND NOTES:

There is no written rule for being 
a parent. Having children doesn’t 
mean you cannot live your most 
beautiful life. We at Leclerc Baby 
will help you to enlighten your 
daily role as a parent. How?

• One touch auto folding system
• Compact and ultra-lightweight
• Eye-catching designs

Make your own decisions, keep
moving and whatever you do…

Do it your way!

Ready to stand out in the crowd?

Leclerc Baby’s Influencer

Sand chocolate

Grey melange

Army green

The Leclerc Baby Influencers and accessories 

are available in the colours:

www.leclercbaby.com
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Hauck Swift X £139 6.4kg 83 x 46 x 
100 57 x 51 x 35 Birth to 15kg 3 4 Plastic 100cm 3 3 3 3 3

Joie litetrax™ 4 £150 9.7kg 93 x 59 x 
103 59 x 32 x 82 Birth to 15kg 2 4 Plastic (Air 

Available) 103cm 3 3 3 3 Hand 
wash

Cosatto Woosh 2 £199 6kg 74 x 48 x 
104 56 x 48 x 33 Birth to 25kg 9 3 4 Plastic 104cm 3 3 3

Micralite ProFold £275 7kg 72 x 44 x 
105 72 x 44 x 51 Birth to 15kg 2 4 PU with 

matt finish 105cm 3 3 3 3 Wipe 
Clean

Leclerc Influencer £399 6.6kg 61 x 47 x 
101.5 24 x 47 x 56 Birth1 to 5yrs 3 4 PU Tyres 101.5 cm 3 3 3 3 3 3

Bumbleride Indie £449 10.8kg 94 x 62 x 
67-116 81 x 48 x 29 Birth1 to 25kg 3 3 Air filled 67-116cm 3 3 3 3 3

Cybex Melio 
Carbon £460 5.9kg 91 x 49 x 

107 69 x 49 x 29 Birth - 15kg 1 4 Puncture 
Resistant 96.5-107cm 3 3 3 3 3   3 

Hauck Atlantic £499 16.4kg 125 x 64 
x 108 95 x 64 x 50 Birth – 15kg (per 

seat) 1 4 Puncture 
Resistant 74-112cm 3 3 3 Wipe 

Clean

Bumbleride Speed £579 11.8kg 99 x 63 x 
89-117 84 x 63 x 39 Birth1 to 29.5kg 2 3 Air filled 89-117cm  3 3 3 3 

BabyStyle Hybrid 2 £499 11.45kg 78 x 59 x 
107 71 x 59 x 30 Birth1 - 15kg  

(per seat) 3 4 Rubber 89-112cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 

BabyStyle Oyster3 £499 11.7kg 94 x 57 x 
102 71 x 57 x 37 Birth - 22kg 10 4 Rubber 102-112cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 

MAXI-COSI Lila £ 549 12.8kg 104 x 61 x 
100-105 93 x 61 x 42 Birth to 15kg 4 4 New 

Bimaterial 100-105cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Britax Revolution 
Pro £555 12.8kg 131 x 65 

x 108 94 x 54 x 27 Birth1 - 17kg 3 3 Composite 87–117cm 3 3 

UPPAbaby CRUZ V2 £600 11.6kg 95.3 x 57.8 
x 101.6

31 x 58 x 
76.2 From Birth1 to 22kg 8 4 Rubber 103-109cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Thule Glide 2 £625 10.8kg 126 x 69 
x 104 93 x 58 x 33 Birth1 to 34kg 1 3 Air Filled 73-104cm 3 3 3 3 3 

Britax Smile III £695 12kg 97.7 x 57 
x 112 84 x 27 x 57 From Birth1 to 22kg 4 4 Air Filled 80-113cm 3 3 3 3 3

Bumbleride Indie Twin £699 16kg 91 x 75 x 
67.3-115.5 83 x 75 x 34 Birth1 to 41kg 

COMBINED. 3 4 Air filled 67-115cm 3 3 3 3 3 

Venicci Tinum 2.0 £719 12kg 72x58x105 41 x 58 x 63 Birth1 to 22kg 5 3 4 Rubber 97-107cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 Wipe 

BabyStyle egg® £769 13.5kg 98 x 59 x 
106.5 29 x 59 x 68 Birth to 25kg 6 3 4 Rubber 94-106cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Jané
Trider 
Matrix 
Light 2

£795 5 14.9kg 108 x 60 x 
83-108 70 x 60 x 39 Birth - 13kg 5 3 PU Tyres 83-108cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Mamas & 
Papas Ocarro £799 13.5kg 96 x 58 

x 110 37 x 58 x 76 Birth1 to 22kg 10 3 4 Plastic - 
EVA tyre 96-110cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 Wipe

Silver Cross Pioneer £820 10.2kg 80 x 60 x 
95-108 87 x 60 x 33 Birth1 to 22kg 4 3 4 EVA 93.5-107.5cm 3 3 3 3  Wipe

UPPAbaby VISTA V2 £930 2 12.4kg 91.4 x 65.3 
x 100.3

44 x 65.3 x 
84.5

Birth1 to 22kgs 
per seat 8 4 Rubber 100-108cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Thule Sleek 
(Dual) £959 12.7kg 85 x 60.6 x 

97-109 83 x 61 x 42 Birth1  - 4 yrs 3 4 Rubber 97-109cm 3 3 3 3 Hand 
wash 

iCandy New Peach 
(as single) £999 2 17.1kg 55 x 52 x 

95-105 70 x 54 x 28 Birth1 - 25kg 5 3 4 PU Tyres  95-105cm 3 3 3 3 
Duo Pod 
machine, 
rest wipe

Bugaboo Fox2 £1,029 9.9kg 89 x 60 
x 113 66 x 54 x 19 Birth1 to  22kg 8 3 4 Rubber 88-108 cm 3 3 3 3 3 

Mee-go 
Milano 

Swarovski 
Ltd. Ed.

£2,500 15kg 105 x 59 
x 120 80 x 50 x 39 Birth1 to  3 yrs 3 3 4 PU Tyres 81-120 cm 3 3 3   3  Wipe 

clean

1.Require a separate bassinet unit to be suitable from birth.  From birth baby needs to lay completely flat - double check the lay flat position in store.
2.£ Inc. carrycot / 3.£ Inc. 2nd seat unit / 4.The price is RRP FROM (rounded) and may vary across models, editions and retailers over time / 5. Bundle including Transporter 2 lieflat car seat, 
bassinet, rain cover and more.
6. Buggy boards fix onto buggies to allow an older child to stand. Brand own and universal models are available (some brands advise not against use).
We strive for accuracy, should you see an error please let us know.
Custard & Crumble accept no responsibility for errors.
Physical product testing is key. Check your nearest stockist in advance as not all retailers stock all models.
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We’ve upgraded our lightest travel system
Discover Tinum 2.0

Stylish Black 

Rock Graphite Magnetic Grey

For more details visit our website  www.venicci.co.uk or email customerservice@venicci.co.uk


